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PDF | INTRODUCTION Acid rain is a major problem facing the environment today . 15+ million members; + million
publications; k+ research projects.

Data for the various modeling activities being undertaken through this study are provided by the MAP3S
monitoring network as well as various other monitoring networks which are described later in this Summary.
Climate Appl. These materials may be reposted and reproduced solely for non-commercial educational use
without the written permission of the National Academy of Sciences. Future research is being planned to
document the effects of acid rain on ecosystems representative of the northeastern United States, to study the
historical and potential adverse impacts of various types of soils and to develop models to be used to forecast
the ecological effects of acid deposition. Ann Arbor Scientific Publ. According to the most conservative
estimate, costs came in at least 15 percent below the cost of the command-and-control alternative. Beneath this
scientific, logical, ordered sheen however is the self centered interests of an industry which does not want to
change the status quo, one of predictability and security, required ultimately for economic growth and
shareholder contentedness. Acid rain can downgrade leather and rubber. A research project designed to
identify the effects of simulated acid rain on the bush bean Phasesofus vulgaris has recently been completed.
Trees do not grow as fast as they did before. February  Industrial and energy-generating facilities that burn
fossil fuels, primarily coal, are the principal sources of increased sulphur oxides. It poses new challenges to
the full development of our forest, agricultural, and aquatic resources; and to the use of fossil fuels as an
energy source. For more than years, it has provided independent, objective scientific advice to the nation. Acid
rain forms when certain atmospheric gases primarily carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide, and nitrogen oxides
come in contact with water in the atmosphere or on the ground and are chemically converted to acidic
substances. The variation of rainfall pH from one event to another may have important biological
consequences in several respects. NOAA Tech. ERL- Duluth is expanding its research to accurately define the
current sources and concentrations of pollutants, and to determine the susceptibility of the forests, agricultural
lands, and some 20, lakes of the region to increases in pollution. As these food sources are reduced or
eliminated, the quality of habitat declines and the reproductive success of the birds is affected. Effects on
Crops Researchers at the Brookhaven National Laboratory in New York are examining the effects of
simulated acid precipitation on various terrestrial ecosystems. This alternate source of calcium may account
for what has been seen as excess calcium that scientists see leaving the forests via streams. The recently
promulgated New Source Performance Standards for fossil fuel power plants will control sulfur oxide
emissions from future power plants, and after , begin to effect regional reductions of sulfur oxides and hence
acid rain. Soon after, a federal policy maker browsing through emissions reports stopped dead at one on an
Ohio power plant that had been a major polluter. When acid rain is frequent, leaves tend to lose their
protective waxy coating. Because of the many variables associated with material damage to stone, the
evaluation of field data and its correlation with atmospheric pollutant levels is very difficult. But even healthy
people can have their lungs damaged by acid air pollutants. A description and analysis of the approach and
techniques used by researchers examining the vegetative impacts of acid rain is presented. Principal human
sources are industrial and power- generating plants and transportation vehicles. In , Congress declined to
establish such a cap-and-trade program for carbon emissions in the United States. Acid rain does not kill trees
immediately or directly.


